
Referring Physician Name, Signature & NPI/Phone/Fax (or stamp)

Fax completed form to : 402-589-1305

OR mail to : 164 Arbor Court , Omaha , NE 68108

Patient ’s Name :________________________________ 

DOB :_____________     Gender : ________

Parent/Guardian Name :___________    Phone Number :_____________

Web : NourishedForLifeRD .com

Email : NourishedForLfeRD@gmail .com

Phone : 402-340-4939

Please ask patient to call to schedule an appointment

PH: 402-340-4939

NUTRITION REFERRAL FORM 
KRISTEN JENSEN , RD ,LMNT 



Web : NourishedForLifeRD .com

Email : NourishedForLfeRD@gmail .com

Phone : 402-340-4939

Thank you for making a Medical Nutrition Therapy (MNT) referral to Nourished for Life

LLC.  Your patients are important to me, and I want to ensure that they receive the

appropriate care in a timely manner.  Please review the following guidelines to make

this process both efficient and effective. Referrals are NOT NECESSARY to make

appointment, but can help with insurance reimbursement and help with continuity of

care.  

NUTRITION REFERRAL PROCESS 

Complete referral form .

The following are REQUIRED for best possibility of insurance

reimbursement :

Medical diagnosis

ICD 10 diagnosis code

Physician ’s signature and NPI number  

Fax the referral to Nourished for Life LLC ; at : 402-589-1305 .  

 Fax number is provided on the referral form .  

 Nourished for Life LLC is HIPAA compliant , and referrals are

received via a secure fax . To be sure it was received , can call

402-340-4939 .

Have office or patient call to schedule appointment : 402-340-4939 .

Nourished for Life will send a follow-up report within 30 days of the

referral to inform him/her of the status of the referral . 

 A report of the MNT appointment will be faxed to the referring

clinician and will note any scheduled follow-up visits . 

 If unable to reach the patient with 3 or more attempts by

phone/letter or the patient declines services , Nourished for Life ,

will notify the referring clinician . The clinician may refer the

patient again as needed .

 If the patient misses a scheduled appointment , Nourished for

Life , will attempt to reschedule . The referring physician will be

notified when a patient misses two , consecutive appointments

and request they refer the patient again as needed .
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-If you have questions or concerns regarding this process , please

contact :Kristen Jensen , RDN , LMNT ; PH : 402-340-4939
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